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An emulsion combines two seemingly incompatible ingredients to produce a third yet entirely new substance. In this spirit, East City Art’s EMULSION seeks to combine the culturally different yet geographically
close regions of Washington and Baltimore and to combine a wide array of art forms and mediums from
two-dimensional work to performance based pieces.
The first EMULSION open call for entry yielded a total of 135 artists submissions. Of these 135 submissions,
Juror Lauren Gentile selected the following 28 artists to exhibit:

Acton, Jan Paul
Andrews-Weller, Kasse
Balci, Selin
Bulisova, Grabriela
Ceppetelli, Kurtis & Malone, Matthew
Chaudhary, Asma
Davies, Adams [First Place]
Griffiths, Adam
Hopkins, Jessica Maria
Isaac, Mark
Johnson, Ryan Carr
Jones, Wayson
Klein, Ariel J

Kraft, Craig
Lê, Khánh H
Luttwak, Dalya
O’Brien, Rindy and Elizabeth Eby
Pearson, Jennaway
Salimbene, Nicole
Sessoms, Charles [Second Place]
Tolman, Ben [Third Place]
Toye, Carolyn
Walton, Jenny
Wanna, Steve
Williams, Acquaetta
Wodzianski, Andrew

On November 9, the night of the opening reception, the first, second and third place winners were announced. The winners received cash prizes of $1,250, $750 and $500 respectively. The opening reception,
attended by an audience of 600 people, included live music, performances by Dance Afire, guest speakers
including the Honorable Tommy Wells, Ward 6 Councilmember, and Lisa Richards, Deputy Director the DC
Commission on the Arts and Humanities.
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Gallery O/H owners Steve and Dolly (pictured center)

OPENING NIGHT
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Dance Afire

Carolyn Toye discussing her work

Artist Jenny Walton (center)
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Artists Wayson Jones (l) and Geoff Ault (r)
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Phil Hutinet presenting awards

Atlas Armada “Sugar Skull”

Dalya Luttwak and her sculuptue “Yellow Bamboo Root”
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Gallery crowd
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Opening Night

Tommy Wells stumping for the arts

Outside Patio

Charles Sessoms discussing his work
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j u ror state m ent
Intent

What is unique about Emulsion compared to other shows

I agreed to jury the Emulsion exhibition because I have always

I have juried is the age and education range of the partici-

been partial to a DMV (District, Maryland, Virginia) exchange.

pants I chose. Unlike in the past, where I’ve focused only on

During my time as a gallerist in D.C. I relied heavily on integrat-

college-aged recent graduates, I was happily surprised by the

ing self-taught artists, and those trained in the District’s own

level of work submitted by outsider artists, and those who

celebrated art schools, with their respected neighbors south

chose to pursue this career later in life.

to Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond, and north
to Maryland Institute College of Art in Baltimore.
A priority of the gallery’s exhibition program was to

The selection process began with just a name and 3
images, of which I gave a grade of 1-5. Resumes, biographies
and artists’ statements were only considered after sorting

introduce young talent, fostered by their respective esteemed

the first and second categories into a final group. The result is

faculties, from the three regions. I did this by organizing group

an exhibition of works stylistically pleasing to me, organical-

gallery exhibitions after visits, virtually or firsthand, to the

ly balanced by race, age, gender and education through an

yearly recent M.F.A. shows. These shows had become to me

uncommon selection process.

the Cotillion of Mid-Atlantic arts and one of my main sources
for young talent as they featured the up-and-comers from

Special Thanks to:

each department.

Gallery OonH and East City Art, for your commitment in growing a neighborhood community that will nurture local artists.

Process

To the artists, for allowing me the opportunity to view your

For the selection process, I let my instincts regarding style,

work. Apologies for my absence at the opening reception and

composition, content and artistic integrity, guide me. I with-

wishing you all success in your career endeavors.

drew derivative work and was drawn to artists who pushed
their medium beyond traditional models, and to work by

		

Sincerely,

“outsider,” self-taught artists.

		

Lauren Gentile

About Juror Lauren Gentile
Lauren Gentile, founder of Contemporary Wing, has produced major exhibitions of historically significant artists including the 30
Americans artists, Shepard Fairey, the Guerrilla Girls, and JR, among others. While supporting the artists of today, she has helped
nurture such emerging talent as GAIA, Hedieh Javanshir Ilchi, and Cheryl Pope.
She holds an M.A. in art business from Sotheby’s Institute London and B.A. degrees in art theory and criticism, art history
and international studies from the School of the Art Institute in Chicago, DePaul University, the University of Florence and the
Goethe Institute.
Her private sector career includes work with art hedge funds and as director of sales in auction houses and galleries specializing in a variety of markets.
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e x hibition stills

first Floor—facing the west wall of the gallery:
Ben Toman, Selin Balci and the Duly Noted Painters (Kurtis Ceppetelli and Matthew Malone)

first Floor—facing the east wall of the gallery:
Mark Isaac, Andrew Wodzianski and Adam Davies
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First Floor—facing the east wall of the gallery:
Asma Chaudhary, Mark Isaac, Andrew Wodzianski, Adam Davies and Jenny Walton

Second Floor—facing the south wall of the gallery:
on the left: Carolyn Toye, Steve Wanna (on the floor), Ariel Klein. Nicole Salimbene, Rindy O’Brien and Elizabeth Eby.,
back wall: Acquaetta Williams, on the right: Charles Sessoms
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Second Floor—facing the east wall of the gallery:
Carolyn Toye, Steve Wanna (on the floor), Ryan Carr Johnson, Ariel Klein. Nicole Salimbene, Rindy O’Brien and Elizabeth Eby

Second Floor—facing the north wall of the gallery:
Khánh H. Lê and Than T. La, Jessica Hopkins and Jan Acton
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Second Floor—facing the north wall of the gallery:
Going clockwise from the left: Charles Sessoms, Jennaway Pearson, Gabriela Bulisova, Khánh H. Lê and Than T. La and, Steve Wanna.

Second Floor—facing the west wall of the gallery:
Charles Sessoms, Jennaway Pearson, Gabriella Bullisova, Khánh H. Lê and Than T. La
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Outdoor Patio—facing east

Dalya Luttwak
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First Place

Adam Davies
Artist Statement
“In Ersilia, to establish the relationships that sustain the city’s
life, the inhabitants stretch strings from the corners of the
houses, white or black or gray or black-and-white according to
whether they mark a relationship of blood, of trade, authority,
agency. When the strings become so numerous that you can
no longer pass among them, the inhabitants leave; the houses
are dismantled; only the strings and their supports remain...
Thus, when traveling in the territory of Ersilia, you come upon
the ruins of the abandoned cities, without the walls which do
away: spiderwebs of intricate relationships seeking a form.” —
Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities
Calvino’s allegorical representation of urban life resonates
with me. His words challenge me to reflect upon the way I approach the world and examine its underlying structures. I ask
what is lasting in civilization? For me, this is the memory of the
relationships that connect us to the invisible made visible only
through time and reflection. My work is deeply influenced by
history, in particular, how the identity of a place is constructed
over time and the dynamic relationship between the natural
and manmade environments.
My working process and the ideas embedded therein have
arisen from my interest in the history of landscape painting,
I continually find myself in dialogue with artists of the past.
My photographs are influenced by the depiction of ruins
and architecture created by eighteenth century painters and
printmakers, notably Giovanni Battista Piranesi and Hubert
Robert. These artists’ images of ruins and capricci (architectural fantasies) meld then-existing architecture with imaginary
locations. I am attracted to the fantastic structures in their
works as well as to the incorporation of historical references
into contemporary life. My sites (bridges, tunnels, canals and
waterways) offer a juxtaposition of past and present. Through
photography, I seek to reflect upon and understand the history of places, recalling the passage of human presence in an
environment or structure.
16

Photo by Greg Staley for East City Art

not last, without the bones of the dead which the wind rolls

“Crum Creek Rd” archival ink jet print — 40x50
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“Dune Road” archival ink jet print — 40x50
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second Place

C harles
S esso m s
Artist Statement
My images are puzzles without clear resolution. They are sort
of conceptual Rorschach tests. The clues that inform the narratives are social, cultural, philosophical and metaphysical.
Most of my pictures are not traditional photographs. They
are composites and improvisation is key to my process.
When creating pictures I work spontaneously and intuitivemysterious quality.
An important unifying factor is that all of these images are,
for the most part constructed using appropriated bits and
pieces. I say for the most part, because often enough to make
it worth stating, the central theme of a piece will center on a
photograph I have taken and often as the theme is developing
I am called to take additional pictures to complete the idea.
So what results is a hybrid mixture of imagery, rather than art
created solely from appropriated material.

Photo by Greg Staley for East City Art

ly, trying to come up with images that have a somewhat
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“Chaise Lounge” pigment print — 16x32

“Moving Not Even One Toe” pigment print — 16x24
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“Chase” pigment print — 16x22
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third Place

B en Toll m an
Artist Statement
Through art, I create a space for myself to slow down and

through art, ever since. Without any prepackaged creation

reflect on this unlikely experience I am embedded within. I am

stories, I have the freedom to just reflect on the mystery,

fascinated by with the juxtapositions of the mundane patterns

beauty and horror of it all without any prejudice. The more I

of everyday life and the extraordinary peculiarity of life itself.

learn, the stranger everything becomes. But this grandeur of

While going through the repetition of everyday tasks it is easy

possible thoughts and experiences has to still be tempered

to forget just how strange and complex life is. I am in constant

with the same mundane tasks and struggles of the daily slog

amazement that life works and this whole unlikely project

through life that has always been with mankind.

of existence continues to unfold so flawlessly. In a world
that’s constantly moving faster and faster my meticulous ink

The slow process of dense ink drawings allows time to dig out

drawings allow me the space to slow down and explore my

a more subtle understanding of my circumstance and embed

circumstances.

that in my work. In my recent work I am exploring the spaces I,
and we as a culture, create and inhabit. I am interested in how

I was raised in a conservative Mormon family. The meaning

our constructed environment limits us as well as offering us

of life came in a neat packaged box but fell apart with the

possibilities. Within this constructed environment, I am further

slightest bit of scrutiny. Long ago as a child, I abandoned any

interested in the peculiarities of the individual in relation to the

existing cultural mythology as an explanation for life and have

larger culture.

been exploring this mystery, and creating my own mythology
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“Apartments” mixed media — 40x24x10
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Participant L ist:
Acton, Jan Paul
Andrews-Weller, Kasse
Balci, Selin
Bulisova, Grabriela
Ceppetelli, Kurtis & Matthew Malone
Chaudhary, Asma
Davies, Adams
Griffiths, Adam
Hopkins, Jessica Maria
Isaac, Mark
Johnson, Ryan Carr
Jones, Wayson
Klein, Ariel J
Kraft, Craig
Lê, Khánh H. & Than T. La
Luttwak, Dalya
OíBrien, Rindy & Elizabeth Eby
Pearson, Jennaway
Salimbene, Nicole
Sessoms, Charles
Tolman, Ben
Toye, Carolyn
Walton, Jenny
Wanna, Steve
Williams, Acquaetta
Wodzianski, Andrew
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Jan Paul Acton, Chevy Chase, MD

“Reflexion” alabaster sculpture — 10x8x19
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Kasse Andrews-Weller, Washington, DC

“Giving Thanks to Harace Pippin” Clay Sculpture — 10.5x4x5.5

“A day in Paris” clay scupture — 8x6x5
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Selin Balci, Annapolis, MD

“Contamination” Microbial Growth on Boards — 3ft by 3ft

27

Grabriela Bulisova, Alexandria, VA	

“Untitled 1” from Time Zone- archival pigment/dibond — 30x40

“Untitled 9” from Time Zone- archival pigment/dibond — 30x40

28

Asma Chaudhary, Annandale, VA	

“The great divide Bicycle Rickshaw Adventures” installion 10ft long

29

Adam Griffiths, Takoma Park, MD

“Lt. Bodeye Geneva” Drawing with digital color — 16x11.5

30

Jessica Maria Hopkins, Takoma Park, MD

“Becoming Texture IV” Mixed Media/Canvas — 30x20

31

Mark Isaac, Alexandria, VA	

“100 Newspaper Front Pages from 5/2/11
(Bin Laden Killed)” composite image — 21x12
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“100 Newspaper Front Pages from 3/12/11
(japan earthquake & Tsunami)” composite image — 21x12

Ryan Carr Johnson, Montgomery Village, MD

“Blind-Faith” various media-plaster — 12x38 installed

33

Wayson Jones, Brentwood, MD

“Aloof” acrylic on canvas — 18x22

34

Ariel J. Klein, Silver Spring, MD

“Girl with Motorcycle Helmet” oil/canvas — 10x11

35

Craig Kraft, Washington, DC

“Ground Zero IV” Found Graffiti, Neon — 2x3x3.75

36

KhÁn H LÊ, & Than T. La, Washington, DC

“and is Found” mixed media/canvas — 42x32

37

Dalya Luttwak, Chevy Chase, MD

“Yellow Bamboo Root” painted steel — 127.5x29x157

38

Rindy O’Brien & Elizabeth Eby, Washington, DC

“One by Land” Digital Photograph — 30x20

“Washimore Blue” Digital Composite — 20x16
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Painters, Duly Noted (Kurtis Ceppetelli & Matthew Malone), Washington, DC		

“Five” House paint/drop-cloth-canvas — 62x50

40

Jennaway Pearson, Washington, DC

“Forward” Silkscreen — 66x30 edition of 2

41

Nicole Salimbene, Takoma Park, MD

“Consumer Protection” receipts-marker-cloth-metal — 48.5x60

42

Carolyn Toye, Washington, DC

“Love Endures” digital photograpy — 9x20

43

Jenny Walton, Washington, DC

“walton-sf55” mix media on panel — 5x7

“walton-sf60” mix media on panel — 5x7

44

Steve Wanna, Washington, DC

“spring will come early” dimensions — 4ft x 4ft

45

Acquaetta Williams, Bowie, MD

“Spare Change: Don’t” Sculpture — 5’5”x24”x12”

46

Andrew Wodzianski, Washington, DC

“Self-portrait as the Joker” oil/canvas — 20x28
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I would like to thank the following people and organizations:
Stephen Hessler and Mary Ellen (Dolly) Vehlow (Gallery O on H)
The Honorable Tommy Wells (Ward 6 Councilmember)
Lisa Richards Toney (Deputy Director DC Commission on the Arts & Humanities)
Capital Community News (Media Partner)
Litteri’s (Sponsor)
Lauren Gentile (Juror)
Atlas Armada (Sugar Car Skull)
Dance Afire (Opening Night Performers)
Gregory Staley Photography
Cara Ober (Bmore Art)
I would also like to thank everyone who applied for EMULSION whose contributions made this
exhibition possible. In addition, I would like to thank the Washington-Baltimore visual arts community in general for helping promote the call through social media, word-of-mouth and via email.
Finally, thank you to our opening night audience who came out over 600 strong to support our
local artists.
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Best Regards,

			

Phil Hutinet

			

Founder, Publisher East City Art

About the Venue Partner and Producer:
Gallery OonH (Venue Partner)
Gallery OonH is a unique indoor-outdoor culture and community space where art, music and the unexpected come together to
deliver a fresh approach to a retail experience. The vision for Gallery OonH is to be an intersection of culture and fun that provides
an approachable destination for artistic, entertainment and cultural experiences.
What started out as a plan for a traditional “white cube” gallery exhibiting both self-taught folk art and a variety of local DC artists
has grown into something much bigger and much more relevant to a growing neighborhood community. The goal is to provide
the entire community easy access to unexpected and unique artistic programming and presentations.
… and what’s with the name “Gallery OonH”?
Well, it is three-fold. First to promote “OUR OWN” DC artists in a setting that is both friendly and inviting. Second, to support,
encourage and promote the self-taught art of local OUTSIDER artists, like Jo-Jo Fekwa, Quest Skinner, Lee Wheeler, Tiffany Lasley
and Cheriff Mamadou. Lastly, the “O” stands for OTTO, the principal owner of the gallery who believed in his dream that, in order
to make a community stronger, art and music need to be a visible, viable component of the streetscape.

East City Art (Producer)
Phil Hutinet began East City Art on January 4, 2010 to document and promote the growing emerging visual arts movement in
eastern Washington, DC. The online visual arts journal covers the following areas:
• The neighborhoods of Anacostia, Brookland, Capitol Hill, Deanwood, Ekington, H Street NE, NoMa and Trinidad in DC
• The towns of the Gateway Arts District in Maryland including Brentwood, North Brentwood, Hyattsville and Mount Rainier
East City Art posts press releases about events, openings, calls for entry and coursework on a daily basis. The publication has a
dedicated staff of paid writers who interview local artists, lead community discussions and review local exhibitions.
East City Art’s mission is to connect local artists, galleries and educational centers with their communities. As a community-based
publication, East City Art highlights the irrefutable link between economic development and the arts, drawing attention to the
valuable contributions artists, galleries and educational centers bring to neighborhoods. The visual arts provide neighborhood
vitality and stimulate local businesses while encouraging residential and retail development. More importantly, the arts provide a
vibrant forum for community discussion, debate and discovery. Notwithstanding the importance of the visual arts as a catalyst for
bolstering economic development and strengthening communities, East City Art never loses sight of art’s most important role- its
ability to lift the human spirit through a common visual language that transcends class, race and gender.
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eastcityart.com | galleryoonh.com
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